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and The Devil Member. Joined Dec 31, Messages 91 Reaction score 4. Hi all, I'm trying to wire in
some GFS humbuckers and I'm a little unclear as to what to do with some of the wires. For the
record, I am doing the 50's wiring. Just to further add to my confusion, the GFS instructions
indicate that green is positive while black is ground, however it goes on to say "GFS
humbuckers may also be wired using Seymour Duncan wiring codes" however according to
this diagram, SD's wire colours are the reverse of GFS:. Joined Mar 28, Messages 17, Reaction
score 4, Joined Mar 26, Messages 1 Reaction score 0. Actually, that info is on the Pickup Wiring
Guide included with all pickups. Joined Apr 2, Messages 26, Reaction score 2, RickRandom
Home for wayward Gibsons. Joined Oct 17, Messages Reaction score Do what jonesy said. Also
found somebody's scans of the GFS diagrams on another forum, just in case the hardcopy
didn't come with the pickups. Joined Feb 13, Messages 23, Reaction score 13, Joined Dec 12,
Messages 27, Reaction score 9, Joined Dec 22, Messages 12 Reaction score 2. The Crunchy Pat
in the bridge had barely enough lead left that I didnt have to extend, so that is all "stock". Still
though, at those settings, the other pickups, you know, functioned. Yes, the pickups I bought
used no wiring guide, naturally , but were purported to work correctly, so I am going to assume I
mucked something up somewhere. Anyone have any ideas? Joined Mar 27, Messages Reaction
score I had a similar problem once when I installed different pickups and it turned out that I had
acciudentally had one of the tiny hair-like wires from the bare sheild hanging out and barely
touching "hot" on one of the pots. Not enough to completely kill the output, but I was getting
the same low output you describe. Anyway, carefully check all your connections and make sure
everything is correct, and not touching anything it shouldn't. Also make sure the solder joints
where the red-white wires are connected together is good. So I took out my controls. No, it's not
a great soldering job. And to be honest, the Volumes didnt look much better before I started. I
did nothing to the Tones. The connector goes to the 3-way toggle. I'm noticing it looks a lot
"busier" than the diagrams i've seen, does anything not need to be there? You must log in or
register to reply here. Latest Threads. Guitar Lessons. Luthier's Corner. Can I use top wrap
strings on mine? Started by felipevsw Yesterday at PM Replies: Gibson Les Pauls. Telecaster
Guitar Forum. Win a Broadcaster or one of 3 Teles! The annual Supporting Member Giveaway is
on. To enter Click Here. To see all the prizes and full details Click Here. To view the thread about
the giveaway Click Here. Apr 13, 1. Posts: 3, Anybody know the color codes on GFS 4 wire
humbuckers. I would like to know polarity for each coil Adjustable and Slug as well as start and
finish color for each. I've heard they use the same color code as Duncan, but I haven't been able
to confirm that. Apr 13, 2. Age: 52 Posts: I have heard the same thing as you have about the
Seymor Duncan codes. Try this thread from the HC forum. About half way down the page there
is a GFS schematic. Hope this helps. Apr 13, 3. Age: 55 Posts: I asked Jay a couple months ago
Apr 13, 4. Posts: 5, Black and SIlver solder to ground. We like the back of the volume pot. Hope
this helps, Jay. Apr 13, 5. So that's what I'll go with and I'll just see how it works. Jan 22, 6.
Posts: Jan 22, 7. Posts: 10, Jan 23, 8. Jan 23, 9. I'm not understanding what you are saying
about the "pairing" in the diagram. The finish wrapped end coil wire of EACH coil is linked. What
is happening is the two coils are getting connected in series. After that, it really doesn't matter
what you do with the green or black as far as which you run to the switch as the positive. Now
when you have that HB with another pup, you will have to be concerned with which you run as
the positive so that it is in phase with it's mate. Or you could have a switch that those would go
to to change phase if desired. Now going back to your other post I see by paired you mean wire
respective to each coil. If you naturally had the factory shunted wires separated when you did
your continuity checks, that would mean the diagram has the red and white labeled backwards.
Never had a GFS, just posted the diagram. Apr 4, My final answer is Late to the party, but This
appears to official and definitive: GFS color code The above linked multi-brand humbucker
color code chart appears to be wrong for GFS, as indicated. North and south magnetic polarity
are not indicated in the GFS info sheet, but the colors for the slug and screw coils clearly are.
As long as you don't mix and match brands, magnetic polartity is not really a concern. Oct 2,
Makes more sense to bump this thread than start a new one. I have a matching set of these. It's
interesting because one came in a plain white cardboard box while the other was printed with
black ink. I've always used the diagrams on guitarelectronics, so I am going to start by
reversing the wiring on the pickups since there seems to be discrepancies there, before poking
around and changing how the switch is wired. Posts: 18, Are the magnets flipped in one

pickup? I would never be surprised if any GFS item arrived not matching its published specs.. If
the pup are out of phase and you want to follow a certain wiring diagram, swap green for black
and white for red in one pickup. Oct 5, Posts: 6, This has been well covered in this forum in the
past. GFS uses the same colors as SD but the values are different. Jul 27, Posts: 8. I don't care
how many people have said it, they're wrong. The GFS is a 4 wire pickup. There is no green, so
no way it follows a Seymour Duncan chart that has green on it. I really wish people would quit
saying they follow Seymour Duncan charts. They do not. Jul 29, Posts: 1, Any explanation for
this? Aug 3, That said, their instructions are extremely misleading. The wiring shown for the
humbuckers results in the two coils being configured in parallel, which is not the default
configuration. As an aside What confuses me is that most such schemes refer to "two inside
coils," or "two outside coils," but for this to work properly, the bridge pickup would have to be
mounted with the slug coil closer to the bridge, right? Just want to get this right. My projects
always come out great the first time, but then when I have to go back and fix mistakes, they
come out looking like an 8th-grade science fair project You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? A GFCI is needed to be
installed in moisture, water and water pipes or other similar conditions and locations such as
bathroom, kitchen, hot tubes, workshop, swimming pool, laundry, l and any other areas where
water and electricity are likely to come in contact. GFCI devices are especially useful for cord
connected appliances and equipment used outdoors or near water. The following figure shows
what a GFCI is and how to wire it? As shown in the above fig, Line live, hot or phase terminals
are narrow blade while Neutral terminals has wide blades. In a GFCI outlet, there is no break
away fin between the upper and lower terminals as like in normal outlet. In GFCI, the Load and
Line Terminals marking should be verified by the nameplate date rating printed on it or by user
manual provided by the manufacturer. In simple words, only two outlets in the GFCI are
protected. In the first diagram, the single way switch and light bulb is connected to the load
terminal of GFCI. This way, the switch and light bulb is GFCI protected. In the second diagram,
the light switch is connected to the line terminals of GFCI. It means, the light switch is not GFCI
protected and will operate as a normal circuit. In the following diagram, the normal outlet is
connected to the direct line supply i. This way, the ordinary outlet is not GFCI protected. It
means, all the connected loads to the load terminals of GFCI are protected. The toggle switch in
the combo switch outlet controls the first light bulb while the single way switch controls the
second bulb. In short, all the loads is GFCI protected. In the following diagram, the above load
mentioned before i. This way, the combo switch â€” outlet, light switch and ordinary outlet are
not GFCI protected. You ca
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n add more loads according to your needs but keep in mind that the maximum allowable
number of boxed per circuit breaker is 12 where one circuit consists of all boxes on one circuit
breaker. In addition, see the following general rules of thumbs and safety precautions for GFCI
installation as well. Related Wiring Tutorials:. Circuit to control three tunnel doors with robots
connected with proximity switches located at each door. Your email address will not be
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